
 RULES 7 v 7 – U10 (Thursdays) , U12 (Mondays)    
  

1. All Games shall start at 7:00 PM sharp (unless noted).  
  All players are to be on the field at 6:30 PM sharp for practice/drills.  
  

2. If less than five (5) players show for one team, that team will forfeit the game and a scrimmage may be played.  
  

3. Game ball will be Size 4.  
  

4. Game stoppage due to severe weather conditions (visible lightning) are to be decided by the Referee. Soccer is 
played in normal rainfall! Any games canceled due to weather will be not be rescheduled.  

  
5. Games that are 3/4 complete shall be considered final if severe weather arises and dictates a cancellation.  

  
6. Parents, players or coaches are not permitted behind the goal line between the two corner flags. Parents and 

spectators can sit along the sidelines – at least two feet from the white line. This is a safely precaution.  
  

7. Player changes can be made at throw-ins and goal kicks, but not at corner kicks.  
  

8. U 10  -Each team shall field up to a maximum of  six (6) players,  plus a goalie (total 7 players on the field)   
  

9. U12  -Each team shall field up to a maximum of six (6) players, plus a goalie (total 7 players on                the 
field)   

  
10. A game consists of two twenty-five (25) minutes halves. Teams will change ends at half time.  

  
11. Goals may be scored directly from a free kick or within the goal crease.   

  
12. The free kick must be an indirect kick (No penalty kicks are allowed).  

  
13. If a player hits the ball with their arm and, if in the opinion of the referee, they are protecting themselves, then the 

play continues.  
  

14. When the goalie picks up the ball during play or a goal kick is awarded the opposing team must retreat back to 
2/3 of the field. Pylons are to be placed by the coaches before the game half way between the centre line and the 
large goalie crease. The opposing team may not make a play on the ball till the ball crosses this line in the 
referees opinion.    

  
15. Most teams are playing with inexperienced goalies and this will allow teams an opportunity to advance the ball.  

  
16. There will be no slide tackling allowed. (Any form of sliding on the ground toward the area of play in order to 

take the ball away). It will be considered a Dangerous Offence and an indirect free kick (anywhere on the 
playing field) will be awarded to the other team.  

  
17. Injured Players, or the Coach, must notify the referee immediately. All players on the field are expected to stop 

play and sit down when the referee has halted the game due to the injury. Coaches and Guardians are allowed on 
the field to assist the injured player.  

  
  

Important Notes:   
Parents/Caregivers must stay at the field at all times. Please do not drop off your child and leave!  
  
Players must remove jewellery, hard hairbands, watches, ballcaps and sunglasses prior to practice/game. Prescription 
glasses & sunglasses are allowed.  
  


